simple, but it serves to show that a
reasonable explanation can be made
of the observed temperature changes
near the coast from a dynamic viewpoint and it is not necessary to lay all
the stress on "radiation".
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Fog and Stratus at Seattle*
WENDELL H . WOODWARD
U. S. Weather Bureau, Seattle, Wash.

HIS "RECONNAISSANCE SURVEY" of

T

all low ceiling and fog conditions
observed at Seattle during the
four years 1936 to 1939, was made in
hope that it may assist in forecasting
fogs that affect Boeing Field. The
materials considered include the original local observations entered on
Weather Bureau Form 1130, the synoptic charts preceding and during the
fog, the upper-air winds, and, whenever available, APOB'S made at Sand
Point. An attempt was made to classify each occurrence as to its major
cause.
Seattle is situated on Puget Sound
in a basin between the Olympic Mountains to the west and the Cascade
Mountains to the east. Except for
low rolling hills to the windward,
Seattle is directly exposed to air
masses from the Pacific Ocean which
reach Seattle as southerly winds under
the influence of cyclonic circulation
and as northwesterly winds under influence of anticyclonic circulation.
The city of Seattle is almost wholly
surrounded by water, the long arm of
Puget Sound and Elliott Bay on the
west, and Lake Washington on the
east.
The airport at Boeing Field is about
5 and Vz miles south of the city center, in the flat Duwamish River Valley, and about 3 miles south of Elliott
Bay, into which the Duwamish River
•Paper read at Seattle meeting, June 1940 ;
revised May 1941. The study was made under
the direction of Prof. P. E. Church at the
University of Washington.

empties.
The field itself, 14 feet
above sea level, is between two parallel ridges which are about 1 mile apart.
At the southern end a constriction is
formed where the hills come toward
each other. A passage less than V*
mile in width and 100 feet high at its
narrowest point connects this part of
the valley with a more extensive portion to the south-southeast.
The hills to the west of the Field
rise quite abruptly to an elevation of
525 feet; to the east they rise about
350 feet. Under stagnant conditions
colder air drains westward from the
valley south of Seattle from which it
spreads northward across Boeing Field
as a southeast wind. In stable air
masses the wind blows only up or
down the valley. Figure 1 illustrates

FIG. 1 Rose of the Prevailing Wind Direction during the afternoon prior to cases of fog
formation at Seattle, Wash., 1936-1939.
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that the prevailing wind direction
during the afternoons prior to cases
of fog formation is from the northwest. During this time of maximum
diurnal temperature the wind blows
from the waters of Puget Sound,
which increases the specific humidity.
Also this air collects a surfeit of hygroscopic nuclei in passing the industrial district on Harbor Island.
About midnight, according to the
time of year and the amount of effective radiation, the afternoon northwest
wind decreases in velocity to a calm,
then a few hours later the local wind
blows from the southeast. Figure 2

FIG. 3. Annual Wind Rose of Low Visibilities, 0 to i/2 mile, for years 1934-1938, with
wind velocity from 6 to 10 miles per hour.
Based on 24 observations per day.

FIG. 2. Rose of the Wind Direction Immediately Preceding or accompanying cases of
ground fog formation at Seattle, Wash., 19361939.

is the frequency rose of wind directions immediately preceding or accompanying the cases of groundfog formation. The gradient is now reversed
from that shown in fig. 1. Because
nocturnal radiation is effective earlier
in the valleys of the foothills of the
Cascades a difference in temperature
between the air south of Boeing Field
and the air over the Sound is set up
which leads to this shift in wind,
especially in a weak anticyclonic circulation. Figure 3 illustrates the pre-

ponderance of southeast winds during times when visibilities were zero
to V2 mile and wind velocities 6 to 10
miles per hour (from tables worked
up by the WPA at New Orleans for
years 1934 to 1938).
An interesting effect of the temperature drop due to the change of
the wind was witnessed at 2:00 A.M.,
March 20, 1940. The wind was blowing from NW 6 to 8 mph, then suddenly shifted to SE 6 mph. Upon immediate investigation, the temperature
had dropped from 43 to 38 °F. From
a study of a number of upper wind
observations in such cases it was
found that the SE wind is quite shallow with light NW winds above.
Visibility is frequently reduced to
between V2 to 4 miles by factory
smoke; this occurs on almost any
fairly calm autumn or winter night
when radiational cooling has stabilized
the lower layers of air. The greatest
air pollution is caused by the industrial areas situated on Harbor Island,
about 3 miles NNW.
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Because we are concerned with any
a great number of the cases were
type of fog or cloud which might pre- found to involve combinations of difvent the landing of aircraft at Boeing
ferent causes. The tally resulted in
Field, only these situations were anal263 cases of air mass fog, 223 of
yzed in which fog was observed at which were radiation ground fog, 24
the ground of such density that the high fog and 20 maritime low stratus.
horizontal visibility was reduced to
Only 10 cases of frontal fog were
V2 mile or less, or in which there was a found; 5 of which were pre-warm~
ceiling of 500 feet or less.
front fog, 4 post-cold-front fog, and
one case of front passage fog. Fig 5
shows the annual march of monthly
frequency of each type.

FIG. 4. Summary of Mean Percentages, (a)
ceiling 500 feet or less, and (b) visibility y 9
mile or less.

In fig. 4 we note that the curves of
mean percentages of low visibility and
of low ceiling practically parallel each
other excepting that the maximum of
low visibility is reached in October
while the maximum of low ceiling
comes in November. Both phenomena
show a rapid increase from the first
of August to a peak in October or
November, then a more gradual decrease to April, remaining low during
the late spring and early summer
months.
During the four years studied there
were 273 cases of fog. These were
analyzed individually and classified as
to principal causal factors, although

FIG. 5. Fog Frequency By Types for years
1936-1939, Seattle, Wash. (a) all cases: (b)
radiation groundfog ; ( c ) High f o g ; (d) maritime stratus; (e) frontal fog.
RADIATION GROUND FOG

This is often a cumulative phenomenon in this region. A cloudy day
restricts solar heating of the surface
layer. If the clouds dissipate after
sunset, radiational cooling can bring
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the air temperature below the dewpoint causing ground fog sometime
late at night, which may continue well
into the next morning. The fog itself
restricts the heating during this next
day, thus favoring its earlier formation the ensuing evening. This, in
turn, will permit fog of greater thickness which will dissipate somewhat
later the next day. Thus such fogs
occur on a series of successive nights,
each of which is apt to produce worse
fog conditions than the preceding
night, until the air mass changes.
A good example of this type of fog
at Seattle occurred during the nights
of October 10-13, 1939.
During the afternoon of the 10th,
the sky was partly covered by scattered to broken high clouds, with
light smoke decreasing the surface
visibility to 3 miles or less after 5:00
P.M. The afternoon NW winds diminished after sunset, became calm at
midnight and shifted to light SE
winds at 1:00 A.M. Ground fog
formed at 1:30 A.M. but was drifting
and changeable during the first four
hours, becoming dense at 5:30 A.M.,
lifting to form low stratus at 7:30
A.M. and dissipating about noon.
Clear sky prevailed during the
afternoon of the 11th but considerable light smoke restricted visibility.
Ground fog formed at 4:00 A.M.
thickened rapidly to dense, lifted to
low stratus about 6:30 A.M., breaking and dissipating at 8:30 A.M. due
to an increase of the NE wind. During the afternoon of the 12th, clear
skies with light smoke and NW winds
were again observed. Fog on this
night, however, did not begin at the
ground at the station. The first evidence was scattered stratus at 200 ft
blowing across the hills to the southeast about 0330. The stratus increased rapidly to overcast and then
lowered to dense fog in two hours,

which lifted and dissipated as low
stratus at 10:00 A.M.
Scattered high clouds with light
smoke and early afternoon NW winds
were observed on the 13th. Groundfog began at 8:30 P.M., thickened to
dense by about 10:30 P.M., thinning
and dissipating at 6:00 A.M. This
early dissipation was due to an increase of southerly gradient winds.
During these few days Seattle was
under the influence of a stagnating
high pressure area. The pressure at
Vancouver, B. C., was about 4 mb
higher than that of Portland, Ore.
However, during the early morning of
the 14th, the approach of a depression
off the coast caused the pressure to
fall more rapidly at Vancouver than
at Portland, thereby reversing the
surface gradient.
The general conditions for the formation of ground fog at Seattle are
thus:—
1). Clear skies, to insure rapid ra^diation, at night.
2). Light winds (usually in an anticyclonic circulation with a
weak pressure gradient),
3). Formation of a ground inversion in the early evening, and
4). Sufficient moisture in the air
to form dew during the early
evening.
During the autumn and winter
months the majority of the ground
fogs become dense and these usually
obscure the sky. During the early
spring about one half and in summer
most of the cases remain shallow and
do not thicken to dense (see fig. 6).
From September to April, whenever
a clearing with light winds occurs
shortly after sunset, radiation fog*
appears within a few hours. If the
air remains calm, dense fog is almost
certain to form and persist throughout
the night. However, evening clearing
is frequently very temporary, being:
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FIG. 6. Number of Cases of Shallow and
Dense Ground Fog for years 1936-1939, Seattle,
Wash.
(a) Shallow ground fog only, (b)
Dense ground fog.

followed by increasing wind movement and an increase in cloud amount.
The fog in such cases sometimes appears only to be dissipated within a
few hours.
During the last few years considerable research has been done on
methods to express the formation of
ground fog in a simple formula or
graph of dewpoint depression against
time. We plotted all cases of ground
f o g on a graph using the depression
of the dewpoint ( ° F ) about one hour
before sunset as the ordinate against
time as the abscissa. As illustrated
in figs. 7 and 8, all cases were divided
into three general classes according to
the amount of sky coverage during
the preceding afternoon.
Although the cases do not all fall
into a simple relation, yet it can be
said that ground fog generally forms
early in the evening if the depression
of the dewpoint one hour before sunset is between 8 and 10°, and a few
hours before sunrise if the depression
of the dewpoint is about 20 °F. When
the afternoon skies are scattered to
broken, the time of ground fog forma-
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tion is from one to two hours later
than for clear skies with the same
depression of the dewpoint. When the
skies are overcast during the afternoon, the time of fog formation depends on the time of dissipation of
the clouds as well as on the depression of the dewpoint. Under these
conditions groundfog forms 2 to 4
hours after midnight. During the
winter months, as shown in fig. 8,
groundfog forms 3 to 4 hours later
for cases of partly cloudy skies than
for clear skies.
The reasons for the dissimilarity
in the respective times of formation
are many and complex. Some of the
probable reasons are listed:—
1. Difference in the steepness of the
lapse rate.
2. Difference in the gradient-wind

FIG. 7. Graph of Time of Fog Formation
plotted against the depression of the dewpoint,
about one hour before sunset, in degrees F, for
months March to October, incl., 1936-1939.
Afternoon sky cover prior to fog, ( a ) clear,
(b) partly cloudy or broken, ( c ) overcast.
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October, when the water temperature
of the Lake and Sound is above the
early morning air temperature, the
majority of cases of groundfog thicken
to dense and clear after lifting to low
stratus.
A number of conditions leading to
abnormal times of clearing of groundfog at Seattle have been noted:—
1. Increasing northerly or southerly
winds.
2. Lifting of groundfog by insolation or other causes to a level above
the limits of this study.

FIG. 8. Graph of Time of Fog Formation
plotted against the depression of dewpoint,
about one hour before sunset in degrees F.
for months November to February, incl., 19361939. Afternoon sky cover prior to fog, (a)
clear;
(b) partly cloudy or broken;
(c)
overcast.

velocity, which is rather difficult to
ascertain correctly due to the lack of
ship reports at sea and the eastern
barrier of the Cascades.
3. Difference in the height of the
lower inversion.
4. The existence or non-existence of
an inversion with a concentration of
water vapor at the intermediate cloud
level.
5. Difference in the time of clearing
of the strato-cumulus and alto-cumulus cloud layers after sunset.
6. Difference in the time of shift
of the surface wind from northwest to
southeast.
During February, March and April,
when the water temperatures of Lake
Washington, and Puget Sound (fig.
9) are at their lowest, the majority
of the cases of groundfog clear without thickening to dense (fig. 10 and
11). During August, September and

FIG. 9. (a) Weekly Mean 8 a.m. Surface Water Temperatures of Lake Washington for year
1938. From records of Leschi Harbor Dept.,
Seattle, Wash, (b) Monthly Mean Surface
Water Temperatures of Puget Sound, Seattle,
Wash., for year 1937.

3. Formation of an overcast condition at an intermediate level.
4. Approach of a front.
5. Rapid change in pressure accompanied by an increase of gradient
wind 'which dissipates the low inversion.
There is nevertheless a close relation between the average number of
hours with visibility V2 mile or less
or ceiling 500 feet or less and the
number of hours between sunset and
sunrise (see table 1).
Likewise for the average duration
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tion of 1 to 2 hours comes during the
summer months.
TABLE 1. DURATION OF FOG AND
SUNSHINE AT SEATTLE

d
ww
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s2 m
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oo

"S § °
Jan.
Feb.
Mar.
Apr.
May
June
July
Aug.
Sept.
Oct.
Nov.
Dec.

8:4
10:16
11:51
13:40
15 :10
16:10
15 :40
14:19
12.36
10:52
9 :16
8:23

46
20
27
7
2
0.8
0.2
9
59
97
92
60

8.4
4.9
4.9
2.2
1.8
1.5
1.0
2.0
3.3
5.8
8.4
8.0

17
11
11
6
3
2
1
5
12
18
46
32

HIGH FOG AND LOW STRATUS
FIG. 10. Number of Cases of Fog Observed
at Seattle, Wash., (a) at 0000; (b) 0230; (c)
0430; (d) 0630 PST, respectively, 1936-1939.

The general conditions for these are
similar to those for radiation groundfog. Although we did not measure
the gradient in each instance studied,
the general synoptic situation does not
seem to be entirely stagnant and local
advection plays a prominent role. The
surface wind does not regularly shift
from afternoon northwest to southeast during the night, except during
the month of August when the water
temperatures of the Lake and Sound
were at their maximum. In a number of cases low clouds formed, with a
ceiling of about 500 feet, and lowered
rapidly to the surface as dense fog,
which lifted after sunrise and cleared
between 9 and 11 A.M.

FIG. 11. Frequencies With Which Ground
Fog Cleared, for Years 1936-1939: (a) after
lifting to form stratus; (b) after thickening
to dense f 0 2 ; ( c ) as shallow ground fog.

MARITIME LOW STRATUS AND FOG

of fog with ceiling 500 feet or less or
visibility V2 mile or less (table 1 ) ;
the average maximum duration of
about 8 hours occurs during the winter months, November through January, and the minimum average dura-

This develops only during the colder
part of the year, from the latter half
of October to the first part of March
(fig. 5). Advection plays an important part in its formation. The air
mass is polar maritime which has been
over the Pacific long enough to become stable in the very lowest levels.
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The westerly winds are deflected by
the Olympic Mountains and reach
Seattle primarily from the S, although
a number of cases were observed with
the surface wind from the NW.
From few cases observed the following synoptic conditions seem to be
favorable:—
1. An overcast condition with intermittent light rain and drizzle; average ceiling of 500-1000 feet and the
visibility better than 3 miles except
lowering during drizzle to ceilings of
200-300 feet and visibility of V2 mile
or less.
2. A changing and transitory circulation with the surface winds mostly
above 5 mph. (Not a stagnating anticyclonic circulation).
3. A steep lapse rate at all levels
except the very lowest.
4. Probable remnants of old occluded or upper cold-fronts.
PRE-WARM-FRONT

FOG

Only five cases were found. This is
a winter condition (fig. 5) in which
the ground is quite cool and the surface air is saturated by precipitation
from the overrunning warm air. Usually this causes a very low stratus

overcast with the visibility occasionally decreasing to less than V2 mile.
This condition persists until the warm
front passes, then rapidly dissipates.
No case was noted which lasted longer
than 9 hours.
POST-COLD-FRONT

FOG

Four cases were observed. This is
also a winter phenomenon which
occurs chiefly in January and February (fig. 5). When a cold front in a
quasi-stationary east-west position
moves northward slowly, the ceiling
and visibility lower after the front
passage as a result of a cold light
drizzle. Because the cold air is quite
stable, it is nearly impossible to forecast either the time of formation or
dissipation.
FRONT-PASSAGE FOG

The one case in which the ceiling
and visibility lowered to the limits of
this study occurred in March 1936.
The ceiling was less than 500 feet during the rain, becoming zero ceiling
and zero visibility when the rain
changed to snow immediately after
frontal passage. Ceiling and visibility
remained zero for two hours then improved to above 500 feet and V2 mile.

The Rainfall of Martinique
JOHNSON E . FAIRCHILD
Hunter College, New York City

ARTINIQUE is a rainy island. The
observed mean annual rainfall
totals range from 41.68 in. for
the driest station on the island, Diamant (at sea level) in approximately
125 rainy days, to 220.09 in. for the
wettest station, Deux Choux (elevation 3500 ft.), in approximately 285
rainy days. However, the strong evaporation and the porosity of the ground
(weathered nuee ardente, volcanic
ash and some limestone) lead to
such a low rainfall effectivity that the
southern section having less than 50
inches annually can support only

M

thorn forest and scrub (composed of
dwarf algaroba trees, cacti, and
agaves).
The rainfall maps (figs. 2-4) show
the close dependence on elevation
(fig. 1) and exposure to the prevailing easterly trade wind.
The
wettest areas are naturally the highest sections, which receive more than
190 inches a year, centering around
the Pitons de Carbet in the north central part of the island and around
Mont Pelee in the extreme northern
part. There are no records for stations in the immediate vicinity of
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